
Bulletin No.: PI0801A

Date: Jul-2015

Subject: Energy Info Screen Shows Mileage Accumulation Using Fuel When Using Battery Power

Models: 2013-2015 Chevrolet Volt

2013-2015 Opel Ampera 

Attention: This PI also applies to any of the above models that may be Europe and Australia Export vehicles.

This PI has been revised to add the 2014-2015 Model Years. Please discard PI0801.

Condition/Concern

Some customers may comment that when pressing the leaf button, the Energy Info screen shows mileage driven using fuel, when the customer actually was 

driving in electric mode.

A software anomaly has occurred after a HPCM2 update. This anomaly will self correct during the next fully deplete or charge complete cycle.

Recommendation/Instructions

Only following a flash programming event of the HPCM2, the Energy Usage displayed in the center stack is displayed incorrectly, showing as fuel instead of HV 

battery charge used. The stored values are correct, the display is incorrect.

Technicians should inform the customer to do the following:

1. Fully deplete the HV battery to the low SOC threshold - this takes time to correct the display and requires mileage accumulation.

2. Perform a full plug-in charge and obtain “Charge Complete” status. The algorithm will reset all values associated with the Energy Usage center stack 

display, including this memory store.

Note:  For lifetime fuel economy, even though the Energy Info screen shows mileage driven with fuel, the mileage accumulated for the lifetime fuel economy is 

not affected. Only the Energy Info screen display for that charge cycle will display incorrectly.

GM bulletins are intended for use by professional technicians, NOT a "do-it-yourselfer".  They are written to inform these technicians of conditions that may 

occur on some vehicles, or to provide information that could assist in the proper service of a vehicle.  Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, 

safety instructions, and know-how to do a job properly and safely.  If a condition is described, DO NOT assume that the bulletin applies to your vehicle, or that 

your vehicle will have that condition.  See your GM dealer for information on whether your vehicle may benefit from the information.
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